Turning your design ideas into exciting new products that exceed expectations.
For the BEST results you need to work with the BEST

Evocativo Product Design is a team of talented engineers and designers with a mission to turn your design ideas into exciting new products that exceed expectations. We take pride in turning your design ideas into reality.

To be the best, you have to work with the best. The staff at Evocativo are some of the most talented and experienced product engineers in the design world producing exceptional designs, products, prototypes, and manufacturing ready products. All great designs begin by understanding your business and your design ideas to produce a product that matches your vision.

From initial consultation to design ideas to the birth of your new product, our team works vigorously to maintain goals and milestones throughout the design process to deliver your design on time and exceeding expectations.
Our team are EXPERTS in all fields of product design

We are proud that all of our engineers have graduated from accredited universities in both the United States of America and Europe, we do not outsource engineering to low-income countries. We have design experts that specialize in mechanical, electrical, and software engineering, industrial design, including medical, aerospace, industrial, and automotive products as well as any new product concept design.

Being successful in today’s highly technological and globally competitive world requires our design experts to develop and use unique sets of skills, problem solving and thinking.

Designing is primarily a creative process during which, the product design engineer will experiment, create and prototype models, gather feedback and re-design with the end goal being your best possible design.

To our product design experts, designing is a natural a new ubiquitous activity of understanding your ideas and goals which then shows in the finished product.

Make it simple, but significant.
Experts that specialize exclusively in your design sector

Evocativo Product Design are a team of talented engineers and designers with a mission to turn your design ideas into exciting new products that exceed expectations. We have the honor of turning your design ideas into reality.

To be the best, you have to work with the best. Evocativo works with some of the most talented product engineers in the design world to produce exceptional designs, products and prototypes.

Design is intelligence made visible

Great design begins by understanding your business and your design ideas to produce a product that matches your vision.
Experts that specialize exclusively in your design sector

We are proud to say that our product design engineers have played critical roles with some of the largest and most impressive fortune 500 companies in the world and have been instrumental in their design successes.

We therefore understand the importance of maintaining good relationship with our clients and it is our aim and the aim of our product designers and engineers to become an extension of your business.

We are proud to shout about the fact that our product design engineers have worked for companies such as GM, Ford, SpaceX, Lockheed-Martin, NASA, Red Devil Industries, Stanley, Black & Decker to name just a few.

Evocativo is proud to be working with the BEST
Case Study

VoiVolete The Luxury Cell Phone

The Challenge

• To design a luxury phone without the costs of electronics design from scratch.
• Design a phone that does not require or warrant an external case to detract from the style.
• Design so that the phone will work on any network and uses same apps commonly available.

The Results

• A design was created that simulates the entire inside features of the Apple iPhone.
• A design that creates an entirely new premium luxury brand style using Apple components.
• Provide a kit for iPhone owners to disassemble their phones and relocate all components into the new VoiVolete body.

“...The challenge was to create a premium look for the iPhone while still maintaining standard Apple interfaces, apps, and user accounts, where no add-on case would suffice. A seamless movement from the ordinary look of the iphone into a luxury style phone for those seeking a luxury phone while maintaining the usefulness of the iPhone...
Case Study

**Wolf GB09** IMSA Prototype Race Car

---

**The Challenge**

- To create a unique design taking advantage of the restrictive regulations limiting design freedom yet making a superior competitive vehicle.

- Studying the current crop of competing vehicles to learn what was best (and worst) about their designs in order to improve upon them.

- Creating all-new ways of solving design problems in a way that makes the vehicle into a superior competitor.

---

**The Results**

- Years of work resulted in a design so superior to the competition that the organization was reluctant to allow the vehicle to complete.

- Latest use of engineering techniques including computer-aided analysis to optimize suspension geometry, weight distributions, strength, and aerodynamics.
Case Study

Aerospace Main Structures And Electronics

The Challenge

- To design multiple devices to support space travel such as mechanical structures and electronic devices
- To create a lightweight yet very strong and stiff structure that can carry multiple payloads into space for small satellite and science experiments
- Create unique electronics enclosures that can be modular and have components easily added or removed even minutes before scheduled launches.

The Results

- Design of a multi-faceted structure that can be easily made larger or smaller using simple component replacement techniques. Structural panels design using isogrid technology for strength and lightweight
- Latest use of engineering techniques including computer aided analysis to optimize suspension geometry, weight distributions, strength, and aerodynamics.

“Just a few examples of many aerospace products that our engineers have designed under contract to the various space companies such as Lockheed and Space-X among others.”
**Why Evocativo?**

**Our Performance**

Our product design engineers work to the highest level of performance to ensure that your product is not only completed on time but is of the highest quality.

**Our Promise**

It is our aim to turn your design ideas into exciting new products that exceed expectations, understanding your business and your ideas to produce a product that matches your vision.

**Our Technology**

Our team uses cutting edge technology to design, create and produce the highest quality designs and prototypes ready for manufacturing.